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Two-stagc vcrsus tiequcntial Sampl~sizc Uctcrminatioo in Regressioo Aaalysis of tiimulation Experiments

Jack P.C. Kleijnen and Willem Van Grnenendaal

Tilburg Universily (Katholieke Universiteit Brahunl), Schoo! of Management and Economics.
CentER and Department oJlnformation Syslems and Auditing, 5000 LE Tilburg, Netherlands

In practice, simulalion models usually have responses with variances that vary with the inputs.
Then the number oj observation.s (simulation runs, replications) per combinalion of simulation
inputs (system variant) can be .selected such that the variances oJ the average simulation
responses become approximately eyuul; in other words, combinations with high variability are
replicaterl ruore qj~en. These average responses can be analyzed Ihrough a regression
(nreta)mudrl. To estimate !he regression paranreters (or simulation input effects), Weighled Leus!
Squares (WLS) can be applied. WLS becomes identica! to Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) applied
to the average simulalion responses. Because the response variances are unknown, they are
estinrated by repeating Ihe simulution runs with differen[ random numbers. The estimated
response variances yield the number of runs required to obtain approximately equal variances
per average simulation response. Two rules for selecting the required number ojsimulation runs
are presenled, namely a two-stage and a sequentia! stopping rule. The rules are first formalized
and analyzed, and then evaluated through severa! Monte Carlo experiments. Both procedures
turn out to yield confidence intervals jor the estimated regression parameters that have the required coverage probabilities. The sequential rule demands more complicated computations to
select the number aJsimulation runs, but this rule saves runs.
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1. Introduction
Regression

analysis

of simulation

data

gives

metamodels,

which

are

gaining

increasing

popularity. Nevertheless a number of research issues remain to be investigated, as Sargent (1991)
witnesscs. Welch (1990) also concludes that there is a deep need to investigate sample size
seleciion for regression mettunodels. Besides these research issues there is the following practical
problem. Suppose the management

scientists have built a simulation model of a queueing

system. After running several system variants it turns out that one variant has a response with an
estimated variance of 1 whereas another variant has a response with an estimated variance of
1,000. Wouldn't management wonder why the simulation has been conducted with such wildly
varying accuracies?
In this paper we concentrate on the assumption of constant response variance for the
various combinations of simulation inputs. In practice, variances may indeed differ substantially;
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for example, Kleijnen, Van den Burg and Van der Nam (1979, p. 60) report a simulation study
of the Rotterdam harbor in which the 16 input combinations give estimated variances ranging
between thc values 64 and 93,228. (On the other hand, if the common variance assumption
holds, the variance estimates may still vary substantially, because [he variance estimators have
large standard errors themselves; see the discussion leading to equation 5.5). When the variances
seem

not constant,

then the analysts can accept this variance heterogeneity and

use OLS

(accounting for variance differences when deriving confidence intervals) or WLS; see Kleijnen,
Cremers and Van Belle (1985). Such variance heterogeneity must be accepted in experiments
with real-life systems and in socio-economic data analysis. In simulation, however, it is easy to
select sample sizes (number of replications or runs) that reduce variance heterogeneiry.
To select sample sizes,

Sargent (1991)

uses the guidelines

in Whitt (1989).

These

guidelines, however, are heuristic formulas used to estimate required simulation run lengths in
the eazly planning stages before any data have been collected. Moreover these formulas are
entirely for queueing models.
A popular idea in the simulation field is to obtain more observations for those input
combinations that have higher variability. Unfortunately, until now this idea was never formalized and analyzed in detail for metamodeling, although Welch (1990) sketches two approaches
that resemble our two procedures. ln this paper we analyze sequentialized (iterative, dynamic)
sample size determination for any type of random simulation model. We focus on two stopping
rules that are well-known in the statistics and the simulation literature: two-stage and sequential
rules. We investigate whether the resulting coverage

probabilities of the (I - a) confidence

intervals for the regression parameters are acceptable, that is, do the coverage probabilities not
deviate significantly from the user specified value (I - a)? Based on the literature we conjecture
that two-stage sampling is simpler but also less efïicient; in other words, sequentialization leads
to more complicated sample-size selection rules for the users but saves them simulation runs.
The statistical analysis of stopping rules is notoriously difficult. We shall show that an
exact fonnalization

in the context of regression

statistics literature virtually

ignores

metamodeling is indeed cumbersome.

dynamic sample-size selection

in experimental

The

designs,

because in real-life experiments it is impossible or difficult to implement sequentiali7ation. In
computer simulation, however, observations become available in a sequential way, so these
selection rules certainly deserve to be investigated. We hope that our paper will stimulate further
research on the statistical perfortnance of sample-size selection rules in simulation, and on their
implementation in simulation software. In the mean time, our Monte Carlo results give simula-
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tion uscrs some advice on hmv to apply the txipular idea of taking more observalions for noisy
input contbinations.
How much help dces the lilrrururr provide for the issue under investigation? There is a
long history of using two-stage and more general sequential sampling plans for achieving statistical precision. It is well known that this approach can be used in simulation to help determine an
appropriate runlength

in steady-state simulation or an appropriate

number of replications in

transient-state simulation. This is well demonstrated by the discussion of sequential procedures
for steady-state means and of ranking and selection procedures in Law and Kelton (1991, pp.
563, 595-611). However, the statistical literature investigates stopping rules primarily in situations with only one or two populations (input combination); see the textbooks by Govindarajulu
(1981) and Wetherill (1986) and the handbook edited by Ghosh and Sen (1991). Chatervedi
(1987) investigates sequential point estimation of regression parameters in a linear model, but he
assumes a common vaziance and a specific family of loss functions. The simulation literature
concentrates on sample-size selection for a single population; for a survey see Kleijnen (1987)
and Kleijnen and Van Grcenendaal (1992).
We use the following notation. We suppose that n 2 2 input combinations are simulated,
and that
tially.

m, the number of replications of combination i with i- 1,..., n is determined sequen-

Sequentialization

means

that

during

the

simulation

experiment

the

responses ~

are obtained successively, and are used to estimate the n variances; these
(j -1,..., m,)
~
estimators are employed in a stopping rule. We underline random vaziables, because the random
character of the number of replications is essential and becomes explicit in this notation. We
further suppose that once the simulation experiment has stopped, its data are analyzed through
the classic linear regression metamodel

with the vector of n norrnally distributed simulation responses

Y-~,....Y )~ , the nxQ matrix

of independent variables X-(x;q) with i - 1,..., n and q - I,..., Q, the vector of Q input effects
or regression parameters

S-(S~ ..,,~~~ , and the vector of n fitting error

e- L..., ~)~ ;

we use bold upper case letters to denote matrices and bold lower case letters for vectors. Moreover, we assume that the metamodel has no specification error, that is, the fitting errors have
zero expectation. The response variances vary with the inputs:
independent ( no common pseudorandom number seeds).

Q? ~~ . The responses are
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In g2 we analyze a sample-size
selection rule in case the heterogenous variances were known. This rule gives average responses
with constant variances. The WLS estimator can then be computed through the familiar OLS
algorithm applied to these averages. In ~3 we assume unknown variances and examine a twostage sampling plan for regression metamodels. In stage t!I a pilot sample is taken to estimate
these variances.

Based on these estimates the rule computes how many more responses to

simulate for each system variant. In ~4 we present a sequential procedure, that is, after the pilot
sample only one observation is taken from each combination that has a relatively large estimated
variance for its sample average. In ~5 we first specify a large Monte Carlo experiment. Next we
analyze the results of this experiment. In ~6 we summarize our results and indicate future research.

2. Known Response Variaoces
Only in this section we assume that the response variances

a?

are known. Intuitively it seems

wise to obtain more observations for those input combinations that have high variability (we
shall retum to this intuition). More specifically, suppose we take

(2.1)

m; - ca; with i- 1,..., n

where c is a(common) positive constant such that the m; become integers. This implies that we
assume that the variances
i is

Y-~~t xtlmt

o?

are rational numbers. Then the average response of combination

and has constant variance

(2.2)

var(y.) - llc.

The sample-size rule in (2.1) is not necessarily 'optimal', but it simplifies the regression
analysis of the simulation data, as follows.
Note that there are severel optimatiry criteria in the theory of optimal design; for exempk, observations can be
taken for those inqrt combinalions that reduce the confidena intervals of interest most (elso see KkijrKn 1987, p. 335).
Welch (1990, p. 394) proposes to sekct the sampk sius such that the confidena

intervals for

~j

9

will be of fixed

widths; also see Chaturvedi ( 1987), who assumes a common variance and a specific family of loss funaior~. A ruk
closely related to (2.1) replaces the variaztces

~

by the standard ertors

p.

; if the sampk sizes were fixed and

there were only two populations ( n-2), then this altemative rule would minimitt the variance of

Y-~

; sce
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Klcijnen (19R7, p. 51).

It is well-known that in case of known unequal variances the Best Linear Unbiased
Estimator (BLUE) is provided by WLS applied to the individual responses
prove that this WLS estimator (say)

~

~~

. It is simple to

follows from

(2.3)

min ~".~ {m;(Y; - Y;)Zla;}
with the predicted responses

y- x~~~

where

x~~

denotes the i~ row of X so x~' -(x;~,..., x;o).

Eq. (2.3) is easily interpreted: combination i gets more weight if it is replicated more often (see
m;) or if it has smaller variance ( see

a~ ). The OLS estimator

~

is still unbiased (but not

BLUE) and follows from

(2.4)

min ~.~ m;(Y; - Y~'Under condition (2.1) we can substitute

m;la? - c

into (2.3), so the WLS estimate follows

from

min ~.~

(2.5)

(y; - ~;)2.

In other words, sample-size rule (2.1) implies that

~, the WLS estimator computed from the

individual responses (see eq. 2.3), is idenlrcal to the OLS estimator computed from the average
responses ignoring the number of replications (see eqs. 2.4 and 2.5). The latter algorithm

is

simpler both conceptually and computationally, so we shall use (2.5).
In summary, the sample size rule (2.1) gives average responses with constant variances.
The WLS estimator can be computed through the familiar OLS algorithm applied to these
averages. This estimator is BLUE.

3. Two-staRe Sampliag
In practice the response variances are unknown, so we must estimate

o?

and hence m; in eq.

(2.1). Many sampling schemes are conceivable: two-stage, multistage, and sequential schemes. In
this section we concentrate on a two-stage procedure ( leading to so-called Stein estimators).
In stage fll a pilot sample of

~ Z 2

responses is taken for each input combination.

Then the n classic variance estimators are computed:

6

~'(mo) - ~i (Y;;- Y;(m~)~l(tr~u-1)

(3-I)

with [he samplc average of combination i computed from m„ simulation runs

(3.2)

Y (m~ - ~~ y;lrtta .

Rccausc sample size is a crucial variable, we explicitly show the dependence of the vazious
estimators on the sample size. Different values for the size of the pilot sample (mo) will be
investigated in our Monte Carlo experiment (see ~5).
Now we use (2.1), the sample-size formula for known variances. In that equation we
replace the variances by the estimators defined in (3.1). Moraover, if we would require (2.1) to
hold exactly, then the m; might be very large integers. 'Nearly' constant variances require
smaller integers. So we decide to take no additional observations from the combination with the
smallest estimated variance (Welch, 1990, p. 393 proposes a similar approach). For the other
combinations we estimate the required number of observations through

rtt. - [mos?(m~l min ~2(m~],
-

(3.3)

isrs~

where [x] denotes the integer closest to x.
So in stage t!2

m-~

end of stage tt2 there are

m

additional observations are taken from combination i(so at the
responses from combination i; at least one combination has

exactly ma responses). All observations from a particular combination are used to estimate the
mean and the variance of the response of that system:

Y (m ) - ~,', Y~~~;

(3.4)

S~(~;) - ~h'~ (y.~ - y (m ))'I(át -1).

(3.5)

and

We shall need the following properties of these estimators for the n means and n variances
respectively. The estimator of Ihe expected simulation response (3.4) is the average of a random
number of responses, that is, it is a ratio of two random variables. In general, such estimators are
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biased.

However, the estimator (3.4) remains

unbiased,

under our assumption of normally

distributed simulation responses. We prove this as follows. ( i) 7ïte stage ttI statistics Y(~~ and
s~(n~,) are indcpcndent sincc the undcrlying populations are nomial (for a tixcd sample siu thc
estimators of the mean and the variance are independent if and only if the responses are
normally distributed; see Mathai and Pedertoli 1977). (ii) Given s~(~) - s?(~), we have tp

-

m, where m; is a function of s?(~ alone, and the stage t!2 observations {y;~: j- mo t I,..., m;)
are i.i.d. with mean E(y;,). Defining

Y(. )-(~ -~)-~j'`"~

that

x'

it follows from (i) and (ii)

~i

E(Y;(~) - E(E{y,(~ ~ ~(~)})
- E(E{[(rrbl fi)Y;(~)l t[(( fi-ttto)Im;)Y;( t) 1 ~~?(n~)})
- E(f(~Im.)E{y~(rno)I~,Z(mo)}]t[((~-rrb)Itn;)E{Y;(~)I~2(~}])

(3.6)

- E([(m„Im;)E(x,)1{[((m-tt~,)Ith)E{Y~~}])
~

- E([(~Irit)t((~;-Rb)Im;)lE{Y;,})
- E(E{yy})-E{y.~}.

However, the estimator of the variance of the sample average

vár(Y (m)) - ~'~ (Yy - Y (m ))Z I {(fi - I)rit }
is biased, as we prove as follows. If we condition on all variance estimates
on

(3.7)

~?(~)

-and hence

~then we prove in appendix 1 that
--;.

E{s?(rh;)~~'(rr~-s?(rr~}-s?(m~~{a?-s?(tt~}(tfi;-tt~lrh;-a?4(s?(rtt~)-a?)rttolm;.

(3.8)

This equation means that if sz(~) is less than Q?, then the variance is underestimated; otherwise
the variance is overestimated. So the variance estimator in (3.7) is biased. Whether this bias is

8
impcMant, witl be examincd in our Monte Carlo experiment.
many statistical

properties that are known

As these derivations illustrate,

for fixed sample sizes, must be re-evaluated

for

random sample sizes.
Obviously the estimated variances computed at the end of stage tt2 may difier substantially. Thc twirstage prc~cedure,

however, accepts this variance heterogeneity ( whereas the se-

quential procedure realizes a common estimated variance of the sample averages, at the time the
simulation stops, as we shall see in g4).
Finally the estimators for the regression parameters are obtained. Equation ( 2.5) showed
how to compute the WLS estimator ~ for fixed sample sizes and known response variances.
This equation inspires us to estimate the regression parameters in two-stage sampling through

~(m) - (X'X)-'X'YU
with

~ -( ~, fi,..., m)~

sample means defined
averages

Y~)

(3.9)

the vector of ntl

sample sizes and

Y(~

the vector of n

in (3.4). This regression estimator is unbiased because the response

are unbiased (see eq. 3.6) and we assume that the regression metamodel in

(I.I) holds.
The covariance matrix of the WLS estimator in (3.9) is

rnv(~(~) - (X'X)-~X'rnv~YU)X(X'X) ~ ,

(3.10)

where ~v~U) denotes the covariance matrix of the average responses at the end of stage ak2.
So to estimate ~v(~(~) the user must estimate ~v~(~). Let us consider (i) the off-diagonal
elements, and (ii) the diagonal elements:
(i) If the sample sizes were not random, then the covariances among the sample averages would
be known to be zcro ( we assume the users do not employ common random numbers; see
equation I.I ). Actually, the sample sizes are random; they might create dependence among the
sample averages. Unfortunately, [he users can not estimate the covariances among the sample
averages, from a single simulation experiment. Therefore we assume these covariances to be
zero. In our Monte Carlo experiment we can estimate these covariances (see equation 5.2); we
shall find that this assumption is realistic indeed.
(ii) The users can compute a (biased) estimator of the variances of the sample means through
(3.7).
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In summary, we assume that the users employ (3.9) to estimate the regression parameters
in the metamodel.

This estimator

estimated wcights (see

resembles

a WLS estimator: ( 3.9) dces depend

on the

I~a~ in equation 2.3) because the sample sizes m do. To estimate the

variances of the estimated regression parameters,

the users employ the estimator w~(~),

which is a diagonal matrix with elements defined by (3.7). Of course the users know X. Hence
they can compute the estimator
The
(estimated
parameters.

square

roots

c(;v(~)

of the diagonal

standard deviations) of
To obtain confidence

R

as the sample analogue of (3.10).
elements

of egv~(~)

the

'standard

errors'

(with q -1,..., Q), the individual estimated regression

in~tearvals for

~

4

we propose the classic Student statistic

t. What is the correct number oJ degrees oj freedom
u- min(m~ -1)

give

u? Scheffé ( I 970, p. 1502) proposes

in his study of a case with only two populations (n - 2: Behrens-Fisher

problemj; see Dudewicz and Mishra ( 1988, pp. 503-514) and Kleijnen (1974~1975, p. 472). Further, Kleijnen, Cremers and Van Belle ( 1985) study regression metamodels with fixed and equal
sample sizes

m, - m; they investigate several degrees of freedom, namely

min(m~ -1) .

~(m, -1) , and infinity (t~, equals the standard normal variate, say, z,. In two-stage (and
sequential) experiments

~. ~(m. - 1)

is high. Titerefore we restrict ourselves ro min (tfl~ -1) - tno - 1

and infinity. We observe that MacNair and Welch ( 1991, p.824) also reduce the degrees of
freedom

of the t statistic in order to realize good coverage probabilities of their sequential

procedure, albeit for a situation with a single population ( n - 1). Fortunately, our choice implies
non-stochastic

degrees of freedom

u. This results in the I - a confidence interval per

regression parameter

~(~ f t~

v~r(~s(~)

with q- 1, ... , Q.

(3.1 1)

In the Monte Carlo experiment we shall investigate whether this interval covers the true value
with prescribed probability of I- a. We observe that a joint confidence interval can be derived
from the individual confidence intervals by applying Bonferroni's inequality (also see g5.3).

4. Sequential Sampliog
The first stage of sequential sampling is identical to stage pl of two-stage sampling: take a pilot
sample of size mo from each of the n combinations and estimate the n response variances
through (3. I). These variance estimators
required number of replications

~

~z(~)

are used to obtain the frrst estimators of the

through (3.3). Wherrss two-stage sampling jumps ahead

lo
and obtains

d~

population with

- n~ observations,
m. )~

sequential

sampling

proceeds more cautiously:

for each

a single new response is obtained.

Next all estimated response variances aze recomputed, except for the system with the
smallest estimated response variance at the end of the pilot stage. To estimate the variance a? at
a particular stage (say ) i, all

m
responses from combination i that are available at that stage,
~
are used. The total number of stages is not known beforehand; it is a random variable (say) T
(so t runs from 1 through T; for t- I we have

m.~ -~ ). Hence we replace (3.5) by

(4.1)

~2~) - ~~ (Y;) - Y(~))Z!~ - 1),
where

~ tn )

denotes the average computed from the available

m
~

responses (analogous to

eq. 3.4).
At the end of each stage the procedure re-estimates the required number of replications
m, based on (3.3) but using the most recent variance estimate, defined in (4.1). The
~
simulation continues until (for the first time) this desired number of replications dces not exceed
the available number m;,, for all n combinations:

(4.2a)

Vi:fiX~my.

or equivalently:

vi : s?(m;)!m; s

(4.26)

min s; (m;.,)Itrta.
isi's~

So T denotes the minimum number of stages for which condition (4.2) holds; that is, r~esponse
averagcs havc cssentially cqual estimatcd varianccs (also see Welch 1990).
Notc thai wc dislinguish tx~twcen
tp , tFxe numbcr of availnble respms~s for combination i in stagc. t, ard
~
m
, the estimaled number of responsis ( for combination i in stage q required to real've nearly constant respor~:
-~
variatxes. To eslimale ~ at the í-nd of ttk sampling procedum, we acsumed that the averages havc ccatstant variana~s; so
wc cslimntc

C(~r ~

fnNn

lil

-~

rcstxmu;s. Ik~wM1:vcr, to cstimatc ttk uuiswur ryutmictcrs

p~

Juring Ila: vmious

stages. we use as much informazion as possibk, that is, we use tn observationc. In practioe, the difference between
~
~
ard
m
is incignificant at the end of the sequential proeedure wfKn g?(ny ) etmnga only sbwly (also
~
~
a
see Tabk I). This componenl of our heuristic is partly supported by ttie following theory. In 1943 Setef'fé devised a
technique for the daivation of an exact confidrnoe inlerval for the differcnce between the mearo of two rormal popula-

tl
ti~ms with uncyual varianccs (Rehrens-Pisher probkm); s~ Kleijnen (1974II975, p. 473). SchefT'd used all observations
whun estimating tlx: mean of the pupulation with Ihe largesl sampk: his variance estimator, howuver, us~ fewer observalions (such lhat both populations have equal sampk sius). We estimafe the mean, not the veriance, from kwer
observetions; moreover wc extend his idea lo regression analysis. A refinement of this idea which rceds morc research,
is as folbws. If the estimated n:spunse variances dilTer greally, th:n the simulated syslem with lM maximum estimaled
variance may ra{uiro tou many replicatinns, in praclicc. I3u1 denote the maximum divided by tia: minimum utimalcd
variance by r. "Ihen for the syslnm with the smalksl variance astimate we compute the n,sponse average from e single
rcspunse

(tp -

1)

; to estimate its variance, however, we use all responses for tha[ system. lhe system with lhe

largest estimatcd variance is simulated r limes.

Once the procedure stops generating simulation responses,

the metamodel

is used to

analyze the simulation data. Our WLS estimator based on a sequentially detennined number of
simulation responses is

(4.3)

tg(~J - (X'X)-'X'y(~r)
with the vector of (n t 1) sample sizes at the final stage
vector of n sample means

X(m ~

~-(~, filT ...

~~~ and the

with components

Y(tft~J
~ - ~~ yl)ImT.

(4.4)

This regression estimator is unbiased under normality; see (3.6).
The covariance matrix of this WLS estimator is

cov(~(m~,)) - (X'7K) 'X'rnv(Y(fi~)7C(X'7K)-' .

(4.5)

where ~v~(~ )) denotes the covariance matrix of the average responses at the end of stage HT.
As in two-stage sampling we assume zero correlations among the average simutation responses
at the end of the sequential procedure. We estimate the variances of the sample means through

(4.6)

vár(y (tit tJ) - s?~,~Itft r,

where the variance of an individual simulation response is estimated from all

m

available

1T

observations (see eq. 4.1 ~ whereas the estimated variance of the average response accounts for
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the

fact

that

this average

uses

only

m
~T

responses

( see

the

denominator

of eq.

4.6). This

estimator is biased; more specifically, this estimator underestimates the true variance: in case of
sequential

sampling (to

be distinguished

fmm

two-stage

sampling)

il

is well

known

that

sampling until a lower threshold is reached for the estimated variance results in underestimation.
This phenomenon is quantified in Welch ( 1990, figure I). However, this bias may be negligible
in large samples; see the Monte Carlo experiment in g5.
Our scqucntial proa.-durc implics that the n variance estimates in (4.6) are virtually the
same at the time the simulation stops: common estimated variances for the sample averages, at t
- T. So we assume that this procedure yields common [rue variances for

~(fi~ . We estimate

this common variance by pooling these n variance estimators:

-

(4.7)

s - ~,~ v3r(y(rFtT))In.

But then the covariance matrix ( 4.5) reduces to a simple and familiar formula:

(4.8)

c6v(~(ê~~) - s(X~R)-~ .

Note that X is oRen onttogonal in well-designed simulation experiments, as the Monte Carb experiment in ~5.1
demonstrates. Then the individual regression estimators become uncorro~ with conttant estimated variances

SIO.

These poperties, however, are not essential for our approach.

To obtain confidence intervals for

~q , the Student statistic

sampling. We again restrict ourselves to degrees of freedom

u

t~

is used, as in two-stage

equal to min(tn~ - l) - ttte - 1

and infinity respectively. This results in the 1- a confidence intervaÍs of (3.11) where we
replace ~ by ~. In the Monte Carlo experiment we shall investigate the coverage probabilities
-r
of these intervals; in Appendix 3 we illustrate sequential sampling through an example.

5, Monte Carlo Experimeel
We discuss the design uf our Monte Carlo experiment in ~5.1, intermediate output in ~5.2, and
final output in ~5.3.

5.1 Monle Carlo Inpuls
The metamodel approach assumes that the lirtear regression model (l.l) treats the simulation
model as a black box (approaches such as perturbation analysis and the score function method
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do not see the simulation as a black box). So by definition, only the inputs and outputs of the
simulation model are observed.

For example, a queueing simulation may have one output

(average waiting time) and six inputs (traffic rate, service rates of stations I through 4, and
ipicucint; priurity); thc nclwork xtnicturc is not takcn into au:ount. Wc cklinc Ihc simulaliun
inpuls as thosc variables and statements of the simulation program that are changed during the
simulation experiment. These inputs are called factors in experimental design

literature. (Of

course, the users' knowledge is essential, also in this black box approach: they must decide
which factors are to be examined, over which domain the factors range, which transfortnations
are to be tried for the factors, e.g., logarithmic transfonnations.)
So to study our sampling procedures we could have used the MIM~I queue, as Sargent
(1991) did, or some other more complicated queueing system. However, we would then have to
rely on the asymptotic normality of the simulation responses. Moreover, the metamodel would
have specification error; in other words, the fitting errors would not have zero expectation so the
estimator of the regression effects S would be biased.
Therefore we conduct a Monte Carlo experiment with perfectly normal

'simulation'

responses and with zero expectation fitting etrors. In other words, we create a 'laboratory' that
gives perfect statistical wntrol over the experiment (moreover, it saves computer time); also see
Kleijnen (1992, p. I170).
In our Monte Carlo experiment we use nearly the same inputs as did Kleijnen, Cremers
and Van Belle (1985), who studied frzrd sample sizes. So we select the fotlowing three mutrice.~
oj independenr variables X in the metamodel ( I.1).
(a) Consider again the Rotterdam harlior case study by Kleijnen et al. (1979). The users
are interested in six simulation inputs (mean number of containers moved per ship, unbalance
between loading and unloading of containers, arrival pattern, etc.). Users and analysts have
studied the system before and assume that -besides the six main effects- there are interactions
between specific factors, namely six two-factor interactions. So altogether the simulation experiment must estimate 13 effects, including the intercept (often denoted by ~o, but in this paper
denoted by ~). The analysts are familiar with experimental design theory so they employ a 2`'Z
design to specify the 16 input combinations of the simulation.
(b) The second example is simpler: it concems an artificial example with only thn~ main
effects besides the interr.ept. Hence X follows from a 2' design and is an 8 x 4 matrix. (X is a
submatrix of X in (a).)
(c) The third example is simplest: there are only two simulation inputs and these inputs
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have no interaction. So X is determined by a 2Z design and is a 4x3 matrix. (This example
follows from the examples in the appendixes 2 and 3.)
We combine these three X matrices with different degrees of variance heterogeneity for
the simulation responses y. In practical queueing simulations, variances may díffer because
iraffic loads differ. We quantify variance heterogeneity by

(5.1)

H - {max(ai) - min(a?)} Imin(aZ) .

For this H we select the values 0, 4, and (roughly) I I. The individual rcsponse variances o?
are shown in appendix 4.
We assume that the users employ independent seeds for their pseudorandom

number

streams ( sec the text below equation I.I). Hence eov~, the true covariance matrix of the individual simulation responses, is diagonal.
The precise values of the true ejfects

S

of the simulation inputs do not affect the

interpretation of the Monte Carlo experiment; for example, whether the queueing discipline
decreases mean waiting time by 5 or 30 minutes is uninteresting when studying coverage
probabilities. We use the

S

values of Kleijnen et al. (1985, p.95);

appendix 4.

~

is displayed in

The users must also select mo, the pilot

sample size, in the two-stage and the sequential sampling procedures respectively.

We study

different values for mo, namely 4, 9, and 25. These values seem realistic for experiments with
complicated simulation models.
In summary, we have specified 27 (- 3') cases, which are defined by X, cpv(y~, and mo.
We repeat each case

I50 times, since Kleijnen et al. (1985) found that 150 macro-

replications reduce noise so much that clear patterns emerge from the Monte Carlo experiment.
We use the NAG (Numerical Algorithms Group) multiplicative pseudorandom number
generatnr,

which has multiplicr

13" and modulo 2".

We employ differcnt pseudorandom

number streams for all 27 cases ( we continue a next case where we stopped the preceding case).
The initial seed is selected randomly ( using the computer's internal clock).

S.l Intermediate Monte Carlo Output on Underlying Assumptions
Before we present the final output, we discuss intermediate results that we obtained by running
the simplest case I50 times using independent pseudorandom numbers ( this case is only one of
the 27 cases). This subsection may be skipped by readers interested in final outputs (estimated
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coverage probabilities of the two sampling procedures), not in underlying assumptions (normality
of average response, bias of variance estimator, correlations among averages, t distribution of
Studentized p estimators).
F irst we test nornrulity: docs Y(m ), the average response of combination i at the end of
the two-stage procedure, have a Gaussian distribution? We have I50 observations on Y(fi~,
which we use to fortn a histogram. We specify 14 classes for this histogram. We know the mean
response (for example, the mean of the first combination is ~i) : x'~~ - S~ -~z -Sl --1).
However, we must estimate the variance. So to test goodness of fit we use a chi-square statistic
with 12 (- 14 - 2) degrees of freedom. We select a type 1 error rate of 0.05, and test whether the
histogram fits a normal distribution. For none of the n- 4 combinations we reject the nullhypothesis. Nomtal averages are also f'ound for sequential sampling.
Our Monte Carlo experiment

gives unbiased estimators of the

(co)variances of the

sample averages at the end of the two-stage procedure:

cóv~y (tn ) . y~L,)) - ~;~ {yf(tfi ) - y (tfi )} {y'F(át~) - y.(~)}I149

(5.2)

Y(m)- ~,~Y;(fi)I150.

(5.3)

with

Simulation

practitioners can not compute the estimators

in (5.2), since they

execute their

simulation experiments only once (not I50 times). They do compute v~~ (m )), the estimated
variance of Y(m), which is biased (see the discussion of eq. 3.7). The example in Appendix 2
gives the following biased variance estimates, for each of the four combinations of simulation
inputs: 0.032, 0.025, 0.029, and 0.023. The unbiased estimator (5.2) yields 0.038, 0.052, 0.051,
and 0.044 respectively. To test whether these differences are signiftcant, we can not apply a
standard statistical procedure, We proceed as follows.
We compute

v~

L)),

the average value of the I50 reali7ations of the simulationist's

estimator (3.7):

vár~y (m )) - ~p vártY (m )), I150.
We also compute

~v~ (~ ), Y~)), the one value obtained after our

(5.4)

I 50 Monte Carlo
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experiments, which foltows from (5.2) upon replacing j by i. (We use the symbol w~y (m ), Y(m ))
to avoid confusion with
vár(y(m )) defined in equation 3.7).) It is well known that the
variance of the estimated variance computed from n observations on a Gaussian variable with
variance (say)

~

is

2o'1(n-1) . Therefore we compute the statistic

{vár~(dt )) - cóv("Y ( tft ). Y (th ))}

z-

~~~ {vár(y (m )), - vár(y
(m )}'I(149 x I50) . 2 cirv(y (tfi ), y(fi ))ZI I50.
Note that thc last (actor in (5.3) is ISO: allhough

F(S~ -~

, we know lhat

~a) ~~

(5.5)

so Ihe exacl value of

this factor is rather arbitrary.

We obtain the following n - 4 values for the test statistic in (5.5): 0.502, -1.631, -1.267,
and -0.188. Assuming that this statistic is indeed standard normal, none of these four values is
significant at a type I etmr rate of 0.10 (so cettainly not at 0.05 or 0.01). So these results
suggest that the (biased) variance estimator (3.7) has no important bias.
For the sequential procedure the users employ ( 4.6) instead of (3.7). It is straightforward
to define a test statistic analogous to (5.5). This statistic gives the values: -0.675, -2.313, -1.067,
and -0.545. Only one value is significant at a type I error rate of 0.10 (or 0.05). This one case
dces not suggest that the variance estimator has important

bias. All four values of the statistic

are negative, which confirms that this variance estimator has negative bias.
The simulationists can not estimate the correlations among the sample averages, from a
single simulation experiment ( there might be non-zero correlations, even if the simulationists
employ independent seeds; see the discussion of equation 3.10). Therefore we assumed these
correlations to be zero. This assumption is now investigated. The estimated correlations tange
between -0.125 and t0.099 in two-stage sampling, and between -0.133 and i-0.107 in sequential
sampling. So they may indeed be assumed zero.
Our estimator of the re~ression paramelen,;

ig

is a linear transformation of the vector of

average simulation responses at the end of the procedure. So we expect this estimator to be
norntally distributed. The chi-syuare goodness of fit test is indeed not significant, neither in twostage nor in sequential sampling.
Next we test whether the Studentized
~
has a t distributron. In the discussion leading
a
to (3.1I) we proposed degrees of freedom equal to mo - I. So now we detemiine the histogram
of t2~. We again use 14 classes, which leads to a chi-square statistic with 13 degrees of freedom.
For none

of the three

regression

parameters

we find a significant

procedure the same conclusion holds: the Studentized

~

a

x ~~.

For the sequential

is distributed like

t
~n.-t

. Because
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the degrees of freedom are so high (r. - 24), we might also conclude that the Studentized

~

a

are standard normal.

Simulation practitioners, however, use only the tails of the t distribution; see (3.1 I). So as
a wholc thc dixlribution of thc titudcntiisd [S cstimatur may rescmblc a 1 distribution, but thcir
critical values (such as the .90 quantile) may differ significantly. This takes us to the final output
of our Monte Carlo experiment.

5. 3 Final Mon1e C'arlo Output.~ Fstimated Coverage Probabilities
We consider the two-sided
1-al2

quantile (say)

t~.~

1-a

confidence

interval

of the Student statistic

y

for
with

igq

based

on the tabulated

v -~- 1

or

see (3.1 I). We suppose that analysts use one of the following classic values for

v~ a, ;

q: 0.01, 0.05

or 0.10. The analysts can apply a two-stage or a sequential sampling proceduro. Whatever
procedure they select, they must also select mo, the pilot sample size. We conjecture that the
statistical performance may depend on the variance heterogeneity (quantified by ~v(y~) and the
metamodel specification and experimental design ( defined by X). Therefore we study 27 cases,
defined by X, cov(~, and mo.
Each of the 150 macro-replications of a case yields one confidence interval per regression
parameter

~a , given the values for

a

dces not cover the true parameter value

and
~

v

and a sampling procedure. If that interval

, then we score (say) a one; otherwise a zero. This
a

scoring defines the binomia! variable ( say)

~
.
n
We fortnulate a one-sided null-hypothesis:

(5.6)

Vq: Ho: E(~q) 5 a versus H~: E(éq) ~ a~ .

Thc altemative hypothesis means [hat the coverage probability is smaller than the nominal value
I- a, that is, the confidence interval (3. I I) is too tight.
We also test the related two-sided hyporhesis

vq: H'a: E(Q~ - a versus H'a: E(Q~ ~ a~ .

(5.7)

Because we obteíned similar conclusions, we report only on the one-sided null-hypothesis, unless
(5.6) and (5.7) give different conclusions.

To test Ha it is convenient to approximate the binomial distribution of

~

9

through the
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normal distribution

N(a, a(1-a)1I50) with

a

defined by (S.tí).

A complication is that there are several panuneters in the metamodel ( I.1):

~q

with q-

1,..., Q(Q equals 13, 4, and 3 in our Monte Carlo ezperiment; see ~5.1). We assume that the
users want a confidence interval for each individual regression parameter that covers the true
value with probability I- a; that is, the per compari.son error rate has value a. However, some
thought shows that the more parameters there are in the metamodel (higher Q), the more líkely it
is that some estimated coverage pmbability significantly deviates from its expected value, by
pure chance! We wish to keep the probability of rejecting Ho in (5.6) below 0.05. Therefore we
apply Bonferroni's inequality, that is, we test the coverage probability per individual parameter
(3q with a type-1 error rate of O.OSIQ so that the experimentwise error rate is 0.05 at most; see
Kleijnrn (1987, p.42). So the more parameters there are in the metamodel, the Iarger the
devíation of an estimated individual coverage probability from 1- a we accept.
In practice the users must select a sampling procedure (two-stage or sequential), a pilot
sample size mo, and the appropriate degrees of freedom ~(mo - I or oo ). For a they may either
use a value that is traditional in their organization or they may try different values to see how
these values aflect their conclusions about the importance of the simulation parameters. To make
our Monte Carlo results more grneral, we present results for different a values. The users'
metamodel and experimentsl design are supposed to be given (see X), and so is rnv(~.
First we discuss the two-stage procedure. If the users base the confidence interval for
~q

on the t distribution wilh mo - 1 degrees of freedom, then we reject FIa in none of the 27

cases, except for one case. In the latter case we have mo - 25 and a- 0.10 (in this case the onesided hypothesis is rejected, whereas the two-sided hypothesis is not).
If the users derive the confidence interval for

~a

from the norma! distribution (t~),

then they get tighter intervals. Then for small pilot samples (mo is 4 or 9) the estimated coverage
probabilities are significantly smaller than their nominal values, whatever a value the simulationists use (0.01, 0.05, or 0.10). For a'large' pilot samplo (ma - 25) the t statistic with mo - I
degrees of freedom approeches the standard normal distribution; then the estimated coverage
probabilities are often not significantly small.
For the sequentia! procedure we get similar results. In other words, confidence intervals
bascd un thc iwnnal distributNm givc too tight conftdcnce intervals, except fiir cases with large
pilot-samples. ~lte t distribution with mo - I degrees of freetiom gives confidence intervals with
estimated coverage probabilities that do not significantly deviate from the value 1- a specified
by the users, except for one of the 27 ca.us (in that case an a of 0.05 or 0.10 gives significantly
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low coverage probability; the less tight interval using an a of 0.01 dces not).
In summary, both the two-stage procedure and the sequential procedure give 'acceptable'
coverage probabilities, that is, confidence intervals for the regression parameters

S

4

that do

not deviate significantly from the user specified value I- a.
So now we compare the statistical e~ciency of the two procedures.

We measure this

efïiciency through the expected value of ~. for the two-stage procedure and ~T for [he sequential procedure ( m denotes the number of simulation responses). To reduce sampling error we
repeat all 27 cases 300 times. So for each case we obtain the average number of simulation responses. In 20 of the 27 cases, two-stage sampling requires more simulation responses, which
according to the sign test is statistically significant at a type 1 error rate of 0.05 or higher.

6. Conclusioos and Further Research
We examined two procedures for detertnining the number of simulation responses per combination of simulation inputs, in regression metamodeling. Both procedures determine the number of
responses such that the variances of the average responses become 'approximately' constant. The
first procedure is a two-stage rvle; the second one is sequential.
After sampling ( simulation) stops,

Weighted

Least Squares ( WLS) is applied to the

average simulation responses to estimate the metamodel parameters

~
with q - 1,..., Q. The
a
WLS estimator is proved to be unbiased. A large Monte Carlo experiment shows that the I- a
confidence interval for

~gq

based on the standard normal variable is too tight, that is, the

estimated coverage probabiliry significantly deviates from the prespecified 1- a value. However,
this interval has 'acceptable' coverage probebility ( no significant deviation from 1- a), when
based on the Student statistic with degrees of freedom equal to mo - 1 where mo denotes the pilot
sample size. These conclusions hold for both procedures (two-stage and sequential).

The two-stage procedure is easier to understand and easier to program and implement. The
sequential rule, however, roquires fewer simulation responses.
In future research the robustness of the two rules with respect to nonnormality may be
investigated. Further, MacNair and Welch ( 1991,p. 827) investigate sequential procedures that
include testing the Iack of fit of the metamodel. More researsh is needed for sample-size selection in metamodels for steady-state simulations analyzed by renewal analysis and other time-series analyses. In general, many statistical properties that are known for fixed sample sizes, must
be re-evaluated for random sample sizes.
We hope that our paper will stimulate others to further explore the various heuristic

zo
procedures to select the number of simulation responses per combination of simulation inputs.

Appendix I: Proof of (3A)
For the proof ul'(3.g) wc rcarrange the sum of syuan:s and introducc ~he symtwl gz - gz(mo):

~.~~ ~;;- Y (m )) z - ~'~ (y~~- Y (mo) ' Y ( mo) - Y;L;))z ' ~m.,, (~;- Y ~ r ) ' Y ( ~ ) - Y;L ))Z
-~,;.'; (Y;;- Y(mo))z t tno(Y (mo) - mo YcLo) - m~ m mo Y( rt))z
-~
-,

z
mom.-mo:
' ~;:~,,.~ (Yi;- Y ( ~ )) t (m; - moXY ( ~ ) - m Y;L;) - - m
Y (' ))
r~,
m m. -m
' (mo- t) S2 ' ~,,,,~,i
o( m
o) (Y (mo) - y ( w )~ .
`~;- Y ( ~ ))Z '
Acsumc aIl ~? wiih i' - I...., n mc fi~ccJ, so the ~, atr fixcd. ltkn ~hc expcclalion of ~~ (Y.,- Y1(m.))z arnditioned on ~z(mo) - s;-(tpo) is

E{~~~ (Y,~- Y(m;)~ ~~'(mo) - S ~(mo) , i' - 1,...,n }- (mo- I) s? 4(m; - mo - 1) 6? .
} mo(rn ~- m~ ( ~
m;
-

mo

s~ '

)
6?)
m; - mo

mo(m~ -)) z
(m ~ - mo xm~ -~) z
s;t
a;.
rn;
m;

So we get

mo z
(rA.~ - m o ) z
E(52(m;)) - - 5~ '
6~
m;
m;
- s2 a ( m ; - mo ) (Q:
- s~)
m.

QED.

Appeadis 2: E:ampk of hvoataee wmPli~
Wc mnsidcr en exampk with two simulation inqns ( in a more realíslic simulation these two inputs might fie traflic ratc
ard queueing priority). Supposc thu all inpMS heve effects of tl; the overall mean or imerapt is also tl (so we sebd
~j~ -~z -S~ - 1). Suppox the uscrs employ a 2' design to specify the four it~put combira[ions of thcir 'simulalion'.
Hcnoc X in the metmnodel ( I.1) hat column I with all ekments oqual b I; colunn 2 with elemcnls - I, 1, -I, 1; and
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mlumn3with-I,-I, I.and I.(Coroequemly theexpcc0.-d valucofthefirsloombinntán is~i1)-X'i~-~~-(j2-~;--1.)
For tlw n.~slxmsc variances wc v:kcl tlx vrlu;s 1. J, 8, atd 11.38 respuAively (p~ -

1, ... , d -

I 1.38).

I'~ t~

pilot sampk-sirc wc takc m„ - 23.
To savc spaa: wc do nol display thc m, individual respcroses (or the four cambinalior~s; wt: mention only that the
responses in combination I range btlween -2.23 and t1.32 (remember thcir mean is E(y~) --1 and their variance is I).
Their average is yi(m~ --0.346 and their estimated sampk variance is Si(~ - 0.803. For ttte other thnx combitretions we get Ihe folbwirtg vviance estimalors:

g2(~ - 4.915, 3;(~ s 8.816, end 3~(ryb) 3 18.615 (the we

varianoes arc 4, 8, and I 1.38 respcctively).
71x:se stege NI variance cstimates imply thet the number of additional tespor~ses to be taken in stage N2, are 0,
128, 249, and 334 n~pt~tively: for exampk, ~~ -~- ~23(18.615Po.803)J - 25 - 554.
After teking these extra observatrons we get

y~(~t -25) -.0.346,

yi(rt12 - 153) - 0.~. y~(1m~ -274)

- 0.997 ard y~(rn~ -579) ` 2.873. The estimated varianoes of tlrcse sverages are 'approximately equal': 0.03213,
0.02492, 0.02880, and 0.02283.
-flx~ cstimutcd rcgn:ssiun paramacrs are I.OS6, 0.831, and 0.879 ( lhcir truc valurs arc I). llk stondard crmrs arc
0.08 for ell thrce parameters.
Finally wc consider the confidence intervals.

We mncentrate on the tightest intervel, based on the nonnal

appmximation ( u - ao) and a high type 1 error probabilily a~ 0.10. lTidt zq„ z 1.645 and the tqiper bound for (3~ (the
parameter wílh thc largest devietion from ib mean) is 0.831 t(1.643x0.08) is 0.96. This inlerval does not cover the true
veloe, tl. Is this bad luck? Tiiis question is amwered in ji3.

Appeodi: 3: Eurapk of aeqontbl sawplitat
We consider the same exampk as in two-srago sampling (Appendix 2), with a new random ntanber seed, which yields
1'abk I. So Ihc piMl sampk is 23. -Iltis ywld. 3~(~ - 1.165, SZ(~) - 2.881, 3~(ryb) - 7.493, and 3~(~ ~
S.SJ9. "Iltese eslimates kad W onc ncw observation from oombinations 2, 3, and 4 respectively. This yieldsy(mi
-25)
--0.~gz y(m2 -26) - 0.945. y(rn, -26) ~ I.~1. y(rn~ -26) z 3.147. The reKStimated veriances of the individuel n:sponses are 1.165, 2.967, 7.228, and 6.201. These estimates imply estimated raryired sampk siaes of 25, 64, ISS,
and 133. So tbe procodure takes one more observdíon from combinetáns 2, 3, md 4. And so on.
Aftu 221 stages the available number of observaiorts

is at kau as bíg as the roquired mtmber, for each

aimbitretion. For exampk, for combination 4 tltere arc 23 raponses from the pilot sampk (stage NI) plus 220 respomes
from stage N2 throogh stage N221, which adds up W 245 responses.
We observe Ihet at the ad of stage N220 Ihe proceáoe estimaks thet Ihe nomber of required tesponses for
canbinetion 4 is (11.4461II.165)25 ~ 246. The numbtt 246 is rntered uder stage 220; at the ad of stage N221 thc
procedme compules m~ -[(11.40511.165)25] z 24S end stopa.

zz
At the end the mean response for combination

2 is esiimat~ad from 89 (not 90) responses.

In stage 1t65 this

number of responses was reached; then the avenge was 1.014 (nd 1.012; see stage f166). The varianoe is estimated fmm
all 90 ofnervations;

il is 4.136.

At the end the cstimated variances of the four average rcsponses are 0.04662, 0.04669, 0.04664, and 0.04653;
for exempk, I 1.405245 ~ 0.04635. So these values are indeed 'appmximately' equal. 7Ttcir avenage is 0.04663.

INtiI?Rl~ 'fAHI,F. I

The estimaled

regtession

peranxters

are 0.964, 0.883,

and 0.848 wíth standxd ertnrs 0.11. The tightest

confidence interval does cover the true value.
Izt us rnmpen: these resulls with those of tho two-stagc procedwe. The toW number of simulation responses is
1031 in two-stage sampling snd 303 in sequential sampling. Consoquently [he standard errors of tlte eslimated tegn:ssion
parameters are larger in sequential ssmpli~: 0.1I versus 0.08. A criterion for camparing the two proadures may be
vef(bq)

x~-~ m ~T, which equals SS (- 0.1Ix503) fa ~q~t~ ~~ (- 0.08x1031) for two-stage

sampling. So sequential sampling seems better. Are the rewlts of lhis exempk accidental? This question is aruwered in
p3.

AppenJix 4: Monte ('arb lepol
In this app~.-ndix we odd sn,ne detaik that havc rr.t already becn nwnlinned in tlr; main text. Mosl valucs am taken fmm
Kkijnen ct aL ( 1985) who touk the vcetor ~ in Casc I fmm the Rdterdmn harbor study in Kkijnen, Ven den Burg md
Van der Ham (1979).
Cace I:

~-(-1.42, -0.769, 13.4, -11.308, 3.5, -1.373, 140.918,
15.391, 0.046, 281.098, 21.23, 11.873, 49.483).
HsO:Q?3lfaalli.
H- 4: a? ~(4, 4.3, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, I I, 12, 13.3, 11, 14.5, 16, IB, 19.3, 20).
H- I 1.84: 6? s(1, 2, 3, 4, 4.3, 3, 6, 7, 7.5, 8, 9, 9.3, 10, I I, 12, 12.84).

Case 2:

~ - (-1.42, -0.769, 13.44, - I I.SOH).
H-O:a?-1 foralli.
H- 4: Q? -(4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 20).
H- I0.83: a? -( I. 2. 4, S, 6, 7, 9, I 1.83).

Cau 3:

~ - (1. I. I ).
H ~ 0: a? - I for all i.
fl - 4: a~ -(4, 10, 16, 20).

23
H- 10.38: a~ -( I. 4, 8, I I.38).
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TABLE I
Erample Dala jor Sequential Sampling

Stage

Comb.

Available

Required

Mean

Variance

t

i

m

~

-

g2

I
2
3
4

25
26
26
26

25
64
155
133

-0.782
0.945
1.661
3.147

1.165
2.967
7.228

1
2
3
4

25
27
27
27

25
66
153
144

-0.782
0.857
1.579
2.980

1.165
3.066
7.132
6.710

...

...

...

...

...

...

65

I
2

25
89

25
90

-0.782
1.014

1.165
4.203

3
4

89
89

126
180

I.005
2.927

5.892
8.380

I
2
3

25
90
90

25
89
125

-0.782
1.012
1.007

1.165
4.156
5.826

4

90

178

2.912

8.304

...

...

...

...

...

...

220

I
2

25
90

25
89

3
4

143
244

142
246

-0.782
1.012
0.945
2.684

1.165
4.156
6.623
11.446

1

25

25

-0.782

1.165

2
3
4

90
143
245

89
142
245

1.012
0.945
2.679

4.156
6.623
11.405

2

3
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